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Charme and business
Services of excellence for your meeting
in an extraordinary itinerary, in the heart
of Apulia: art, nature and food
Just a few kilometres from Bari airport, in the land of the imposing
castles built by Frederick II and the impressive Romanesque
cathedrals of the Apulia, the elegant and evocative complex of
Corte Bracco dei Germani is unique in offering different charming
environments and gardens for hosting events, meetings, conferences,
wedding receptions, art exhibition, concerts and fashion shows.
Corte Bracco dei Germani consists of two separate but
communicating venues: the ancient Monastery, fruit of the
renovation of an 18th century convent surrounded by a lush
Mediterranean garden, and the Resort, the embodiment of a
new modern concept of open space, where atmosphere and
design combine in a spectacular garden of palm trees and water
features. The Monastery and the Resort may be combined for
large events and can host up to 1,000 guests.
There are large parking areas and six halls of different sizes that
can be laid out to suit specific requirements and accommodate
from 20 to 600 guests. These are all equipped with the latest
technologies, which can be adapted to meet the communication
requirements of guests during the event.
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Corte Bracco
dei Germani
Maximum number of meeting rooms: 6
Main meeting room capacity (persons): 600
Main meeting room area (sq mt): 480
Nearest Airport: Karol Wojtyla,
Bari (35 km)
Address: S.P. 2 Km 6,800
70033 Corato (Ba)
Contact details: Ph +39 080 8722698 –
+39 080 8725344 – Fax +39 080 3580056
Email: info@cortebracco.it
Contact person: Elisabetta Sbisà
Congress Manager, Owner
elisabetta.sbisa@cortebracco.it

Food art: creativity and healthy
cuisine – Whether you are setting
up the meeting, assigning it to
someone else, or hiring a meeting
planner, ensure that your choice of
food reflects the level of concern
that your business guests deserve.
Serving superb food during breaks and
mealtimes will add a special flavour

The destination Italy – apulia

to the meeting and bring a high-impact touch of flair to all
kinds of events.
At Corte Bracco dei Germani, great care is dedicated to
banqueting, which combine tradition and innovation. The
excellent quality Mediterranean cuisine and highly qualified
staff are the strengths of the location. The cuisine is creative,
tasty, seasonal, innovative and in line with the tradition of
excellent quality. Corte Bracco has distinguished itself over
the years for its creativity and refinement, combining recipes
from regional Italian tradition with hints of ethnic taste in a
fusion of flavours. It has always sought new products and
strives to develop new tastes, focusing on the quality of its
cuisine and the craftsmanship with which its chefs lovingly
create their menus.
The utmost attention paid to detail and the high levels of technical
and logistic skills allow to serve large numbers of guests in a very
short time, providing quality and a superior service.
Services with that little bit “extra” – The winning advantage
of a location that hosts events is the quality of the logistic and
added value services it provides, the so-called “services of
excellence”, which can essentially be divided into two types:
standardised, but truly excellent services, and real tailor-made
services, which are clearly superior.
Those who have been guests at this fine Apulian location can
confirm that Corte Bracco is a charming, stylish venue, at the
same time modern and well-equipped, with all the technical
and logistic services required to meet a wide range of diverse
requirements; additionally, it has an extremely professional
staff, including both the dedicated conference team and
the banqueting personnel. These are experts in managing
unexpected issues, resolving any problems that may arise
in a speedy efficient manner and meeting all the requests
that may be forwarded by customers, including the most
unexpected ones.

Corte Bracco can always be adapted to
meet the requirements of the situation in
hand, its context and the demands of the
market. By following the latest innovations
and trends and developing customised
menus and layouts, designed to create a
special, evocative atmosphere, the staff
adds a touch of originality and good taste
to every challenge.
The beauty and elegance of the location,
the professionalism of the staff, the
continuous quest for quality, together
with creativity, and impeccable service
provided, have all rendered Corte Bracco
dei Germani one of the most important
Mice and banqueting venues in the
Apulia, and a flagship venue for top
Mediterranean cuisine at a national and
international level.
The Corte Bracco experience:
discovering Apulia in an international
context.
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